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About This Game

Described as a cross between Minesweeper and Picross, ShellBlast is an action packed puzzler where you travel the globe to
defuse bombs before they explode.

Game Features Include

Classic Mode- Play the fifty-level campaign as you tour the world defusing bombs. From prank bombs to nuclear
superweapons, this mode will give you the grand tour of what ShellBlast is all about.

Simulation Chamber- Choose from eighteen empty bomb shells and fill it to your specifications. Want a massive Biological
bomb with a short timer? Or a small Oxidation bomb with plenty of extra helper tools like Chaff Grenades? Go for it!

Blast Editor- Build your own bomb from scratch using the editor or play custom levels built by others. Create the ultimate
superweapon!

Endurance Mode- Take on this massive bomb one layer at a time. How many quadrants can you unlock?

Shell-Drop- A unique randomly generated bomb mode that puts you to the ultimate test. Can you beat the top ranking bomb
solvers?

Puzzled- Take on the bomb from another angle…this time, using preset grids and an unlimited timer. Only true masterminds
can solve the harder challenges…
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Nuke- Team up with another agent working on the field to tackle one of the hardest bombs in the game!

NOTE: This is a Legacy release of Vertigo Gaming Inc.'s back catalog titles. Because it is an older game running on newer
hardware there may be some unexpected errors. Here's how to solve them:

If you have an error of "Failed to load the game data, File seems corrupted.", you will need to disable the Print Spooler
on your computer, as older GM8 games can have this issue. First, right click on This PC or My Computer and select
Manage. Select Services and Applications on the left side bar and then select Services. Double click the "Print Spooler"
key and go to the General tab, select Startup Type, then select Disabled. Finally, select Stop below the Service Status and
then click Apply. The game should now boot up correctly.

If the game does not close properly and continues to run on Steam even after exiting the game, you will need to run it in
compatibility mode to resolve this issue. Right click the game in your Steam Library, go to Properties, then Local Files,
then Browse Local Files. Right click on the main .exe in the folder, and go to Properties. Click on the Compatibility tab,
then click the "Run this program in compatibility mode for:" box and select Windows XP, then Apply and OK. Restart
your computer, and the game will now correctly close after exiting.
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Could be worst, I believe devs abandoned the project. Website (blog) is down... Here is extracted data out of the blog's cache:

Twitch Chat Commands

Your twitch viewers can interact with your character, sending it instructions to perform certain animations like dancing,
saluting, smoking, and sitting.

!dance\tYour avatar will dance.
!sit\tYour avatar will sit.
!standstraight\tYour avatar will stand up.
!armswaist\tYour avatar will place its arms on its waist.
!kickback\tYour avatar will kick back to relax.
!sad\tYour avatar will sit in a sad pose.
!play\tPlayer command to join a game when the game is in lobby mode.
!battlegame\tStart a game

. The "Master Levels for DOOM II" is an officially licensed, fan-made expansion (of sorts) for "DOOM II". It is a loose
collection of .WAD files created by DOOM fans and hand-picked by the developers at id Software.

The collection itself is a kind of hodgepodge with no real continuity between levels, and is navigated via a custom menu screen
created specifically for the expansion. Most of the levels in here are great, many of which are devilishly hard or contain
complex puzzles and intriguing design elements. There are, however, a few I found to be woefully short or overly simplistic. But
frankly, by the end of this 20 .WAD phantasmagoria of evil, you'll be thankful to have had those brief reprieves.

The only downside to the "Master Levels" is that the Steam release operates through a DOS Box emulation, so it looks and plays
terribly. I recommend just running the .WAD files individually through a source port like “GZDOOM” and use the idclev##
cheat code to jump around to the desired level. There are ways to have your own menu to navigate the .WADs more easily, but
if you’re too lazy to make it work like me, then a simple .txt file to keep track of which levels you’ve mastered should suffice..
A great way to kill time without killing your wallet.. One of the finest multistorytelling experience.

Play if:
- you want good game
- you care about every aspect of history including different ways of telling it
- be also prepared to watch movie, anime, read short story and novel
And connect dots from every source you can find to create much bigger picture of the world

Shame SE didn't finish the game as they should. Properly taken care of it would be masterpiece.

Nonetheless, it's worth your time.

Have fun :)

. A pleasant surprise

The game is fun to play. Fine balance, no relevant bugs, subsystems like the Matrix game, some crafting, reputation system,
other RPG and strategic elements on a dungeon crawler base, a LOT of intricated ability combinations, and more. There is also
a series of suggestions from past Scifi and cyberpunk films, books, and games inside. The only con according to me is that
secondary missions are repetitive, they are just 'quests' and maybe better side missions would have meant perfection.
Nonetheless, I feel it deserves to be recommended and played until the end. 9\/10. Remarkable job developers :). A fun elastic
physics based platformer with an easy-to-understand, challenging-to-learn and hard-to-master movement system, a relaxing
soundtrack, a surreal dream-world aesthetic, and cute anime-styled playable characters.
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Has a large number of levels, many of which have collectibles for added replayibility. Plus there's the fact that you'll rarely beat
a level on the first try, let alone the first 5, maybe even 10+, until you gain confidence with the movement system.

HIGHLY reccomended you play with a controller.. pros:
-simplistic controls
-slightly smoother than the average rpg maker game
-more resolution options than all the rpg maker games out there

cons:
-"full controller support" another of those games that assumes everyone uses a console controller on pc
-flat dialogue
-storyline didn't really suck me in

I know I only played a short time but it definitely felt like a controller game and while I understand I can use some 3rd party
files to make the game assume my logitech f710 is a xbox 360 controller I didn't do that in advance and got sidetracked by other
games. I may update further when I take advantage of the "full controller support".

Verdict atm: if you have a kid that can read but you don't want them playing anything too complicated this will work.. i do not
know the history of this game but from playing it but i expect it was made in a few months by a few people indie style based on
how extremly short it is, i have 100% this game other than the secrets achev in only 2 hours, the idea is good and the ending is
really good but for a 2 hour game asking 15 pounds is not worth it at all,
if you want a game like this but with 100 times the content go for The Talos Princable.

+puzzles? well they are almost all easy
+ending really is gold
+good...graphics?

-short as all hell
-little to 0 replayabilty
-The Talos Princable feels like the real version of this game

this honestly feels like a slightly long proof of concept more than an entire game, if it is on sale for 5 pounds then pick it up but
for 15? not worth it.. This is a game from my childhood. If you didn't play the original, I doubt that you will like it. I would play
Archon frequently with a friend. Basically, it's fantasy chess with "living" pieces. When a piece invades an enemy's square, you
fight it out. It's simple, but fun.

There is one glaring flaw to the game. There is no remote play option. There is no excuse for not having, what is now, a very
standard feature.. Really simple but funny game with achievements.
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Pretty nice arcade-style colorful FPS.. This game gave me a$$ cancer......... not in a bad way (the game is amazing) but from the
severe anal prolapse i suffered from uncontrollable laughter and joy this game gave me.
Expect nothing and you will be overjoyed at the madness and utter stupidity provided.
Less Pixels than your toaster, worse jokes than your dad, less tasteful than your mum in a bikini.
Worth every penny 10/10

(Just like your mum). great game !. The Dark Souls of unity asset flips. Interesting game.. The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is
this? ripoff of unturned 2.2.5. Just get unturned. 10x better.
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